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I. INTRODUCTION


The space and domestic water solar heating system designated SIMS Prototype


System 1 has been evaluated at the MSFC Solar Heating and Cooling Test


Facility. The test system utilized 720 FT2 (gross) of Solar Energy Products


Air Collectors, a Solar Control Corporation SAM 20 Air Handler with Model 75-175


control unit, a Jackson Solar Storage tank with Rho Sigma Mod 106 controller,


and 20 tons of rock storage In-the configuration shown in figure 1-1. An


illustration of the system 1 test configuration is shown in figure 1-2. All


testing and data collection to support this evaluation were performed by the
 

Solar Energy Systems Division of Wyle Laboratories.


A solar operating sequence is initialed, when solar insolation striking the


absorber plates raises the collector control sensor -above the rock storage


temperature by 450F. Collector flow begins. The solar control will maintain


collector flow only so long as 280F minimum temperature difference between


the collector exit and storage is maintained.


The heat delivery subsystem is activated by a room thermostat first stage heat


request if the rock storage temperature is above the minimum set point (900F).


(Ifthe minimum storage temperature test fails, the heat request is routed


to the auxiliary heat equipment.) Room thermostat second stage heat requests
 

always initiate electric heat'strips. Solar heat and auxiliary heat may not


operate concurrently.


The heating of domestic water isrestricted to collector operating periods.


Heat will be transferred from the collector air stream to the DHW tank anytime


collection temperature-satisfies the 200F/30F differential thermostat para­

meters.


The major test objectives were:


o 	 to verify that individual marketable subsystems performed
 

to design requifremehts within a solar environment.


o 	 To verify design concepts and to insure that the 'system per­

formed to specification.


o 	 To provide a performance data base for comparison with the per­

formance reported by the National Solar Data Network from two


Prototype System 1 field installations.


Test data analysis performed by IBM evaluates the system performance and


document the suitability of SIMS Prototype System 1 Hardware for field instal­

lation.
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II. 	 SIGNIFICANT RESULTS


The performance testing of SIMS Prototype System 1 as tested in the MSFC Solar


Heating and Cooling Test Facility resulted in the following significant findings:'


1. 	 SIMS Prototype System 1, based on test data projected to


Nashville, Tennessee weather data, will provide 46% of the 65 x 106


BTU design heating load.


2. 	 The normal electrical,energy required to drive the solar portion


of the system was 1.3 KW with short-term operation near 1.4 KW.


3. 	 Collector flow of 1.7 CFM/collector Ft2 was less than the 2.5


CFM/Ft2 design value. The 3/4 HP Air Handler Unit motor was


inadequate for 720 Ft2 collectors in the test configuration. This


motor would be suitable, however, for a system with a smaller collector


array.


4. 	 Control relay failures resulted in vendor modification of the solar


controller to reduce relay stress.


5. 	 SIMS Prototype System 1 was judgedsuitable for field installation.


III. 	 TEST DESCRIPTION


Testing was conducted in three principle phases: (1)simulated energy function


(2)winter normal operation, and (3)summer normal operation. The simulated


energy phase consisted of controlled temperature inputs and loads on the pebble


bed storage and domestic hot water subsystem. Operation during phases (2)and


(3)duplicate "as installed" operation for the winter and summer season. De­

tailed test procedures and test data may be found inAppendix A through D.


The contents of the respective appendices are:


Appendix A - Operational Function Test 
Appendix B - Simulated Energy Function 
Appendix C - Winter Operation 
Appendix D - Summer Operation 
IV. 	 SUBSYSTEM TEST


The collector, air handler unit, control, and domestic hot water subsystems


were each tested at the subsystem level. The following paragraphs describe


the test experience and performance measurements.


A. 	 Collector Subsystem


Collector performance indicators calculated from short-term test data are


not designed to supplant equivalent data derived from long-term testing.


However, short-term testing can provide data that is useful in establishing


a base to which engineering judgement can be applied and comments directed.


To establish this base, test data from the MSFC solar test facility was used


to calculate a collector array efficiency curve. Collector array efficiency


data points are plotted relative to the vendor supplied collectdr efficiency


curve in figure 4-1.


Collector array data point distribution was limited due to the small number


of test days and to the high ambient temperatures which existed throughout


the test schedule. The secondary grouping of three data points resulted


from the higher temperatures associated with by-pass operation.


Two major factors contributed to array test performance being less than pre­

dicted.


o 	 The collector array flow rate during testing was only 1.7 CFM per


Ft2 of collector area. Vendor collector efficiency data converted


to 1.7 CFM/Ft2 isshown infigure 4-1.


o 	 No correction was applied to the test data for incidence angle


modifier, collector thermal dynamics, and wind velocity.
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Figure 4-1. Solar Conversion Efficiency IBM 
B. Air Handler Subsystem


Of the marketable subsystems, only the Air Handler-Unit. (AHU-) and its


integral controller caused significant test concerns. The AHU functioned


properly during component testing in the IBM High Bay; however, leakage


across the air control dampers was estimated to be near 5%. During testing
 

in the MSFC Solar Test Facility, two control relays burned out and frequent
 

blower motor thermal cutouts occurred. These problems occurred after the


test system had been operating for several days in Alabama summer sunshine


with the winter control mode selected. With high summer insolation and with­

out a heating load to maintain storage stratiTication, the winter control mode


allowed the collector inlet temperature to become abnormally high thus pro­

ducing high. temperatures throughout the system. When made the subject of


close attention, these problems did not occur under normal operating con­

ditions.


Another probiem related to the AHU control dampers. Dampers were reported
 

to have stuck in a closed position until freed by a prying force between
 

damper and sealing strip.


Recent operating experience, without-recurrence of these anomalies, suggest


that all were caused by excessive temperatures resulting from abnormal system


operation coupled with a marginal thermal rating of the relays. The AHU did


have excessive air leakage across the air control dampers throughout the test


program. Figure 4-2 shows 200 CFM leakage flow through the collectors when


in the storage to load configuration. Inspection of the AHU at the completion


of testing revealed a missing sealing strip from one end of the collector inlet


control damper. System 1 AHU's used in the fieldhave had the sealing strips
 

replaced by an improved application.
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C. Control Subsystem


Thecntrol subsystem was tested in both the solar (winter) and heat pump


(summer).operating mode. The controlsystem design included specification


of the control sensor location, sensor mounting detail, and also provided


for the dual season operation of a heat pump auxiliary. A control subsystem


pictoral drawing is shown in Figure 4-3.


During initial checkout of the test configuration two control relays mounted


within the AHU controller compartment burned out. The replacement relays were


instrumented and a series of special tests run; however, the problem did not


recur. The probable failure cause was the abnormal temperatures, reported
 

under the Air Handler Subsystem, coupled with excessive drive current on the


relay coils. Controllers used in the System 1 field sites have had circuit
 

modifications by the controller vendor to prevent relay recurrent problems.


All control system performance reported inthe following paragraphs were re­

corded after the relays were replaced.


SOLAR (WINTER) CONTROL MODE
 

Control'signals were not recorded; however, Figure 4-4 shows independent measure­

ments of the control variables during a day's initial operation. Of special


design interest is the sensor mounting bracket, which ismounted on the absorber
 

plate in such a manner that the sensor protrude into the air flow path. The


design theory predicted a turn-on temperature 5ased ° primarily on absorber plate


temperature with the sensor then becoming influenced primarily by air tempera­

ture with the sensor then becoming influenced primarily by air temperature once


flow was established. Control event sequencing supports the collector sensor


mounting design theory (Figure 4-3) and is consistent with the specified con­

troller switching parameters (450F/ON; 280F/OFF).
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IBM 
The control sequence may be summarized:


o 	 0.8 Hours - The control sensor mounted on. the absorber-plate­
detected a temperature at least 45 degrees hotter than storage 
(TS+45) and turned the AHU "ON". The exit air temperature 
sensed under zero flow condition (approximately 30°F cooler than 
the absorber temperature) is still below the control "ON" 
differential. 
o 	 1.2 Hours - The cooler air flowing over the exposed sensor


(TS+450F) cools the sensor below the 280F OFF differential.


The AHU stops.


o 	 1.3 Hours - Absorber heat conduction and the warmer.collector air,


now stagnant, around the sensor again reach the TS+45 switch point.


AHU turns ON.


o 	 2.0 Hours - Collector air temperature (TS+260F)cannot overcome the


TS+470F absorber conductive path to the control sensor; therefore,


operation continues.


Additional controller operation is shown in Figure 4-5. Near TIME = 4(HOURS),


while operating collector to load, solar insolation became insufficient to


maintain 180F gain across the collectors. Solar control correctly changed to


and maintained a storage to load until the 450F initiate collection tempera­

ture was again met.


SUMMER MODE OPERATION


The Rho Sigma Controller associated with the Domestic Hot Water Subsystem


initiates system operationin the Summer Mode. Sensor location and mounting


detail are shown in Figure 4-3 presented earlier in this report.
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The collector sensor for DHW control was mounted on the absorber plate with


the active section protruding into the air flow path. The design theory-pre­

dicted a turn-on temperature based primarily on absorber plate temperature


with the sensor then becoming.influenced-primarily--by air-temperature'after


flow was established.


Figure 4-6 shows test results for a Summer Mode OFF/ON control event beginning
 

near elapse time 3.2 hours and terminating near 4.9 hours. Since storage is


by-passed in the summer mode, initiation of collector flow increases the col­

lector inlet temperature. As a result, control start-up stability (ON/OFF


cycling) is not a problem during summer mode operation.


Recorded temperature gain across the heat exchanger at initiation and termi­

nation of the DHW heating cycle shown inFigure 4-6 indicates that the 20°F


ON and 30F OFF controller parameters could be increased for summer operation.


During testing, the temperature control limit on the DHW preheat tank was


not adjusted from the 1570F factory set value to the 1400F MPS specified


limit. All performance projections are based on the 1400F value. Screw


driver adjustment Is available for setting-the required 1400 value limit


before field installation.


D. Domestic Hot Water Subsystem


Summer Operation uses all of the collected solar energy to heat domestic


water. During winter operation, however, the DHW subsystem received only


6.5 to 11.5 percent of the collected energy. The salient component which
 

determines this percentage is the air-to-liquid heat exchanger. Figure 4-7


shows the test data plot used to calculate a heat exchanger UA value of 580


BTU/Hr0F and a 0.3 effectiveness factor. This is in close agreement with


the 590 BTU/Hr0F vendor supplied UA value. During the test, the 600 FPM


air velocity and 3 GPM liquid flow through the heat exchanger were within


design limits.
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The prediction, measurement, and performance impact of thermal stratifi­

cation (induced as hot water leaving the top of a storage tank isreplaced


by cold water entering near the tank bottom) isof great importance in


liquid solar systems. DHW tank stratification inair solar systems will


have very little impact on performance parameters; however, test data is


being presented to aid future liquid solar system designs. The test data
 

presented shows that DHW utilization induces stratification within the pre­

heat tank and that DHW circulating pump operation reduces stratification.


FIgure 4-8 shows pump operating periods, DHW demand flows, preheat tank top


section temperature (T302) and preheat tank bottom temperature (T303). Note


that T303 isdriven to T302 during DHW pump operation.


Short circuiting between the DHW circulating loop preheat tank inlet and


outlet isevident near elapse time 1.2 hours and again at 5.0 hours. The


short ON/OFF pump cycle near 1.2 hours and again at 5.0 hours. The short


ON/OFF pump cycle near 1.2 hours isespecially clear in showing over 300F


stratification delta,, indicated as 8°F during "short circuiting", and re­

bounding to approximately 120F stratification after pump shut down. Figure


4-8 should be used only to show dynamic trends sincethe test instrumentation


was limited to that required to calculate system overall performance factors.


E. Storage Subsystem


The pebble bed storage subsystem fabricated at the test stand performed to


design.


The storage temperature/time response to a inlet air temperature step is


shown in Figure 4-9. Similar data for a discharge cycle with constant


temperature air flowing from bottom to top isshown in Figure 4-10. Sensor


T200 is 9 inches under the rock surface, sensor T201 21 inches, and sensor


T202 39 inches of the 60 inch rock depth.
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Flow distribution was good. Of the two levels investigated, the variation


21 inches below the rock surface was greater than at 39 inches below the


surface. See Figures 4-11 and 4-12 for the temperature distribution at the


21" level. 
Marketable Subsystem Assessment


All marketable subsystems are suitable for system 1 design requirements with


the following constraints.


The AHU with the 3/4 HP motor should not be selected for collector array


sizes in excess of 400-450 Ft2 (Gross).


Leakage across air control dampers is a continuing design problem. The AHU


vendor had conducted extensive leak testing and had provided unique-design


features. Since high temperature abuse of the AHU may have contributed to the
 

leakage problem, any final conclusion will wait until System lA data isavail­

able. Inthe meantime, the missing damper seal inthe test AHU will bejre­

placed before operation at the 1B field site.
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V. SYSTEM MEASUREMENTS O'

ORIGINM'

Electric Energy Required 
 Op PoOR Ql3A2
 
Table 5-1 shows the amount of electric power used by the solar system during
 

various operating modes. Also shown is a Coefficient of Performance.(COP)


defined as the ratio of solar energy delivered to the electrical energy ex­

pended by the solar components. The electric energy used to supply heat


from storage when solar collectors could not satisfy the load has been
 

charged against the test COP. This causes extremely low values.for days


of low insolation. Auxiliary energy is not considered.


System Pressure Drop


The system pressure drop measurements are not shown. Significance was not


attached to these test data since duct intersections and area transitions


made measurements subject to wide variation.


System Performance


Percent solar contribution, the primary measure of solar system performance,


is weather and load profile dependent. Since the test data were recorded


during late August and early September's high daytime temperature, itwas


necessary to extrapolate short term summer test data to yield equivalent year


around data. A F-chart computer program obtained from the University of


Wisconsin was used to process the projections. Percent solar contribution,


based on F-chart projection of test derived system parameters, was 46%. The


equivalent F-chart projection based on system design parameters is53%. Test


results 7% below the design projection is attributed primarily to degraded


collector performance which resulted from low collector flow rate.


The solar contribution predicted using FCHART isexpected to be lower than


the actual installation performance. FCHART is a versatile but simplified


simulation algorithm based on the TRNSYS simulation model. The more detailed


TRNSYS simulation predicts a 58% solar contribution for SIMS Prototype System 1.
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Table 5-1. Test COP Summary 
FAN AND PUMP 
1977 ELECTRIC USE SOLAR BTU DELIVERED TEST 
DATE MODE BTU TO LOAD OR STORAGE COP* 
8/31 SOLAR 28,225 416,565 14.7 
9/1 SOLAR 27,679 360,734 13. 
9/2 SOLAR 24,949 188,501 7.5 
9/6 SOLAR 16,485 18,454 1.1 
9/8 SOLAR 21,980­ 150,948 6.9 
WINTER SOLAR (TOTAL) 119,318 1,135,202 9.5 
9/9. W/O STORAGE 19,454 35,162 1.8 
9/14 W/O STORAGE 19,522 50,338 2.6 
9/12, W/STORAGE 24,437 49,687 2.0 
9/13 W/STORAGE 12,730 17,290 1.4 
SUMMER (TOTAL) 76,143 152,477 2.0 
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APPENDIX A


OPERATIONAL FUNCTION TEST


1.0 	 PURPOSE


The purpose of this appendex isto present the test results


obtained during the performance of an evaluation test pro­

gram. The evaluation test program was conducted to determine


the conformance of the system hardware to the requirements of


Reference 	 2.7.


2.0 	 REFERENCES­

2.1 	 NBS Technical Note 899 
 
2.2 	 ASHRAE 93-P 
 
2.3 	 ASHRAE 94-P 
 
2.4 	 NBSIR 76-1137 
 
2.5 	 MSFC MMI 5300.4C 
 
2.6 	 NAS8-32036 
 
2.7 	 MTCP-DC-SHAC-415 
 
3.0 	 MANUFACTURER


Collectors, Model EF-212 
 
Energy Transport System 
 
Series 20 
 
Air To Water Heat Exchanger, 
 
Model SW2-18-18-8 
 
Development of Proposed Standards


For Testing Solar Collectors and


Thermal Storage Devices.


Method of Testing Solar Collectors


Based on Thermal Performance.


Methods of Testing Thermal Storage


Devices Based on Thermal Performance.


Thermal Data Requirements and Per­

formance Evaluation Procedures For


The National Solar Heating and


Cooling Demonstration Program.
 

Metrology 	 and Calibration.


NASA/IBM Contract Verification Plan/


Procedure For Prototype Solar Energy


Heating and Hot Water System Model


No. 1.


Test Procedure For Thermal Perfor­

mance of System lB.


Solar Energy Products Company


121 Miller Road


Avon Lake, Ohio 44012


Solar Control Corporation


5595 Arapahoe Road


Boulder, Colorado 80302


Halstead-Mitchell


Scottsboro, Al. 35768
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3.0 MANUFACTURER (Continued)


80 Gallon Preheat Tank 
 
Circulating Pump, Model 
 
UP25-42 
 
Energy Transport Control, 
 
Model 75-176 
 
Hot Water Differential 
 
Thermostat, Model 1106 
 
W. L..JacksonManufacturing Co., Inc.


P.A. Box 1.168


Chattanooga,-Tenn. 37401


Grundfos Pumps Corp.
 

2555 Clovis Avenue


Clovis, California 93612


Solar Control Corp.
 

5595 Arapahoe Road


Boulder, Colorado 80302


Rho-Sigma


5108 Melvin Avenue


Tarzana, California.
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4.0 DESCRIPTION OF TEST SYSTEM 1B


Solar Collectors - Soloron Solar Collectors, Model EF-212, are


single glazed collectors with a nonselective absorber plate util­

izing flowing air as a heat transfer medium. The absorber plate


and box frame are aluminum and the insulation is one inch Iocy-o


anurate foam board with thermal conductivity2of 0.11 BTU/FT Hr F/Ft.


The total collector array area is 720 720 Ft


Thermal Storage - A pebble bed unit made up of approximately 19.5


tons of washed river rock.


Air Handler - 3/4 HP centrifugal blower with three integral motor­

ized air dampers.


Hot Water Preheating Subsystem - Components include an 80 gallon


tank, an air to water heat exchanger pump, and integral controls.


A complete description of the test facility used in the performance


of these tests iscontained in WYLE TM 531-21.
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5.0 TEST CONDITIOIIS AND TEST EQUIPMENT
 

5.1 Ambient Conditions
 

Unless otherwise specified herein, all tests shall be performed


in the existing natural environment.


5.2 Instrumentation and Equipment


All transducers with the exception of the Enpiey PSP pyranometer

used in recording test data were calibrated by either NASA or


AMC calibration laboratories as required by MSFC MMI 5300.4C.


The PSP pyranometer was calibrated by Epplev.


The end-to-end accuracy of data shown for system testing is sub­

ject to an error analysis which accounts for all inaccuracies in 
the transducer, signal conditioning, signal transmission and 
computer processing methods. Since a formal systems error analy­
sis has not been done, confidence in printout accuracies is 
established by spot checks obtained by installing calibrated 
"parallel" transducers and direct readouts at key points in the 
system and performing comparison checks from time to time before, 
during and after tests. The results of such checks together with 
a review of the data for anamolies would indicate that the data 
presented is suitable for the purpose intended. 
A listing of the equipment used in each test is as follows:


System Operational Functional Test


Transducer Transducer


Measurement Manufacturer/Model Range/Accuracy


Digital Thermometer Fluke/2175A -99 to 999°F/ ±1%


Volt Ammeter/Ohmmeter Amprobe/RS3 0-300A, 0-300V/5%
 

Digital Multimeter Hewlett-Packard/3465A 4 1/2 digits/0.05% ±I count


Oscilloscope Tektronic/630-NS Full Scale ±2%


Volt Ohmmeter Triplett/630-NS Full, Scale ±2%


Volt Ohm Milliammeter Simpson/260 Full Scale ±2%
 

System Test


Pyranometer Eppley/PSP 0-400 BTU/Hr.Ft 2 ±3%


Platinum Resistance Minco -50 to 400'F


Thermometers Hy-Cal 40 to IO0F ±.90F


Thermal Systems 60 to 250°F


Hy-Cal T 0 to 50°F ±.20F.


Differential Pres- Travis Corp./Model P8 0-2" H20 ±.05% FS


sure Sensor


Flow Meter Potter 0-10 GPM ±1% FS


Flow Converter Foxboro
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ORIGINAL PAGE L9 
Or POOR QUALITY 
6.0 TEST REQUIREMENTS AND PROCEDURES


6.1 System Operational Functional Test


Started:


Completed:


6,.1 'Performance Criteria Requirements 
A system operational functional test shall be conducted on proto­

type system M/N 1B. The test shall be conducted to insure that


the major components of the system are operating properly after


installation on Test Bed No. 1. The operational functional test


shall consist of the following individual tests:


An operational test of the system's blower.


An operational test of the sytem's mechanically operated


dampers.


A system check for air leaks.


The measurement of the flow rate through and the pressure


drop across the collector array.


The measurement of the flow rate through and the pressure


drop across the storage unit.


The measurement of the system flow rate and the blower's


head pressure drop for each of the system's operational modes.


A system check of the domestic hot water subsystem for water 
leaks.


An operational test of the domestic hot water subsystem.


6.1.2 Test Procedure


1. Install the prototype system M/N IB on Test Bed No. I.


2. Connect power to the system blower.


3. Mahually override the controls for the dampers in the air


handler. Insure that the dampers properly open and.close.


Check to make sure the dampers are properly seated when in


the closed position. 
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5.0 TEST CONDITIONS AND TEST EQUIPMENT (Continued)
 

5.2 Instrumentation and Equipment (Continued)
 

System Test


Wind Velocity Sensor Teledyne Geotech/M1567 .75-68 MPH +.5%


Wind Direction Sensor Teledyne Geotech/M1567 0-360 F +1%-

Air Velocity Sensor Sierra 0-2000 FPM +3% FS
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6.0 TEST REQUIREMENTS AND PROCEDURES (Continued)


6.1. System Operational Functional Test (Continued)


4. Operate the system blower and check for air leaks around


the insulation joints.


5. Operate the system blower, set the dampers to flow air 
through the collectors, monitor the air flow rate through 
the collector array, and the pressure drop across the ­
array. 
6. Operate the system blower, set the dampers to circulate


in a closed loop through the storage unit. Measure the 
air flow rate through the storage, and the pressure drop 
across the storage unit. 
7. Operate the system blower, measure the system flow rate,


and blower head pressure for each ofthe operational modes. 
8. Pressurize the domestic hot water subsystem to approximately


150 PSI and check all joints for leaks.


9. Operate the domestic hot water subsystem pump and valves


to verify their proper operation.


OIIGINAL PAGE IS 
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6.0 TEST REQUIREMENTS AND PROCEDURES (Continued)


6.1.3 Results


1. All system components were found to be operating-properly.


All subsystems were pressurized without any'leaks being


discovered.


2. The pressure drop across the collector array was found to


be:


Pcooi l= 0.177" 1120 @ 1125 CFM


The instrumentation sensor used for the pressure drop was


PD102. The sensors used for the average air velocity


reading were W600 and W6DI.
 

3. The pressure drop across the rock storage bed was found to


be:


PSTOR = 0,093" H20 @ 11DO CFM


The instrumentation sensor used for the differential pres­
sure was PD101. The sensors used for the average air velocity


reading,were W600 and W601.


4. The differential static pressure across the air handler and


corresponding air flows for each operational mode were as


follows:


Storage bypass P = 0.28" H20 @ 1125 CFM 
(summer operation w/o storage) 
Collector to storage P = 0.03" H20 @ 1100 CFM 
Collector to load P = 0;39" H20 @ 1080 CFM


Storage to load P= 1.14" H20 @ 1100 CFM
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APPENDIX B


SIMULATED ENERGY FUNCTION


1-0 - 5.0 SEE APPENDIX A


6.0 TEST REQUIREMENTS AND PROCEDURES (Continued)


6.2 System Test, Simulated Energy Input


6.2.1 Performance Criteria Requirements-

The prototype System 1B shall be tested to evaluate the systems'

capacity for control, storage and distribution to the load using


controlled simulated energy inputs.


The primary objective of this test is to determine the operating

characteristics of the storage bed using simulated energy inputs.


The test shall be conducted with simulated energy inputs to pro­

duce temperatures of 90, 125, and 150°F as measured in duct area­

that simulates the collector outlet.


Each simulated temperature shall be circulated throughout the


system a sufficient amount of time to allow the system to stabilize.


During the system test, complete weather records will be kept.

These will include total solar radiation, ambient temperature,
wind speed and direction, relative humidity, barometric pressure 
and cloud cover. In addition, the prototypeSystem IBwill be


monitored to provide the following data:


Time required to charge the storage unit at each temperature.


Energy supplied to the storage unit from the simulated energy


input at each temperature.


Time required to exhaust the storage unit after charging at


each temperatuee.


Energy supplied to the load device from the storage unit.


Energy supplied to the hot water system while charging the


storage at each temperature.


6.2.2 Test Procedure


This tcst consisted of a series of charge and discharge tests


on the rock storage bed utilizing load conditioning available


from a fan loop system located in the test article building of


Test Bed 1 of the Solar Test Facility. This test was completely

independent of the solar collector array as the load/simulated


source was provided by facility equipment.
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6.0 TEST REQUIREMENTS AND PROCEDURES (Continued)


6.2.2 Test Procedure (Continued)


The fan system used for simulated heat input included F5, A 10


HP blower, CC-2, a 715,500 BTU/lr cooling coil fed from the

facility chiller, HC-4, a 388,800 BTU/llr heating coil fed-from the

low temperature boiler, and AFCS-S, a pneumati cally -controlled 
air flow control station. The existence of both the heating and

cooling coils in the fan system allowed for fine control of the

air temperature.


The rock storage charge test was accomplished by flowing air


through the closed loop system illustrated in Figure B. The


air was circulated into the top of the rock storage bed, charging

the storage as itpassed through the storage bed, and returned


to the faci 1i ty fan system where it was reheated to the preset 
temperature. Fan F5 was energized to boost the air velocity in


the event the velocity did not meet the required value as set in


the performance criteria requirements. (Refei-ence 2.5).


The rock storage discharge test was accomplished by flowing air


through the closed loop system illustrated in Figure B2. In-this


configuration the air was circulated into the bottom of the rock


storage bed removing heat as itpassed through the storage bed.


The air then exited from the top of storage and returned to the


facility fan system where the air temperature was reconditioned 
to seventy (70) 'F. Fan F5 was energized to boost the air velocity

in the event the velocity did not meet the required value as set


inthe performance criteria requirements. Presented below are


the systems' manual damper positions required to accbmplish each


test. 
1. To prepare for storage charge test


Open manual damper nos 3,4, 7,10, 12, 13


. Close manual dampers nos 1,2, 5, 6, 8, 9, 11


2. Adjust test facility's blower to ensure a flow rate of 1200


CFM t150 CFM through out the system.


3. Circulate air at ambient temperature through the system until


the system stabilizes.


4. Raise the temperature at the inlet'of the storage unit to


90'F using the energy input simulator.


5. At end of day, deactivate the air handler blower and the energy 
input simulator. 
6. To prepare for storage discharge test 
Open damper nos 3, 4, 8, 9, 11, 13
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6.0 TEST REQUIREMENTS AND PROCEDURES (Continued)


6.2.2 Test Procedure (Continued)


Close damper nos 1,2, 5, 6, 7, 10, 12


7. 	 Adjust the load-simulator to provide return air at 700F.


8. At end of day, deactivate the air. handler blower and the


energy input simulator.


9. 	 Repeat charge and discharge procedures for 125°F and 150°F.


10. 	 Collect data throughout test on the data system located


inBuilding 4646.


The 	 last tests, utilizing the simulated heat input, consisted of


a series of hot water subsystem charge tests. This test was also


conducted with the collector array isolated from the other sub­

systems.


The hot water system consisted of a 80 gallon preheat tank, a


air to water heat exchanger, a circulating pump, and a hot water


differential thermostat.


The hot water charge test was accomplished by circulating air


through the closed loop system illustrated inFigure 7. The


air flowed through the.air to water heat exchanger, heating the


water as it passed through the heat exchanger, and was returned


to the facility fan system where itwas reheated to the preset


temperature. Fan F5 was energized to boost the air velocity in


the event the velocity did not meet the required value as set in


the performance criteria requirements.


1. 	 To prepare for hot water charge test


Open dampers nos 2, 5, 7, 10, 12


Close damper nos 1,,3, 4, 6, 8, 9, 11, 13


2. Adjust the test facility's blower to ensure a flow rate of


1200 CFM ±150 CFM throughout the system.


3. Flow city water through the preheat tank until the outlet tem­

perature stabilizes.


4. Set inlet air temperature to the hot water heat exchanger to


90'F using the Breadboard FaciTity simulated energy input


system. Run the system for four (4)hours.


5. Repeat the test with air inlet temperatures to the heat ex­

changer individually at 125 0F and 150°F as each subsequent


condition.
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6.0 TEST REQUIREMENTS AND PROCEDURES (Continued)
 

6.2.2 Test Procedure (Continued)


-6. 	 Collect data throughout the system's .operation on the data


system located in Building 4646.


6.2.3 Test Results


It should be noted that the storage bed charge and discharge tests


were run on alternating days. The tests were restricted to the
 

normal work day and therefore were not run until an inlet and­

outlet stabilization had occ'tred. However, the data collected


was sufficient to compute a time-constant for each test.


Charge tests were run at 1000, 1250, and 150°F instead of 900,

1250, and 150'F as specified in the test procedure (Reference 
(2.7)s-ince high ambient temperatures precluded a charge test lower 
thaq 100'F. This series of tests was- begun with a discharge test 
from approximately 1350 F which was used as a replacement for the 
125°F discharge test.


A substanial amount of water.was discovered inthe pebble bed


storage before testing was begun due to leaks in the storage en­

closure. These leaks were sealed and several days were spent en­

suring that the pebble bed.was dry by using the condensing coil


located in fan system 5.


In an effort to approximate the amount of energy being expended


as latent heat, relative humidity sensors were installed in the


top duct (RHiOl) and bottom duct"(RHll2) of the pebble bed storage.
 

Itwas also discovered during this time that the air velocity


measurement to load (WlOl) was inoperative and therefore was re­

moved. Air velocity sensor, W100, was utilized to measure velocity

in the duct returning from the load.


The storage charge test to 150°F was run for a twenty-four (24)


hour period although the data acquisition-required shut down at


the end of the normal workday. This resulted in a fully charged


storage and a stabilized outlet temperature. The next two-days
 

were used for a discharge from 150'F until the outlet temperature

had 	 stabilized at 800 F.


All test data was collected on magnetic tape with the data system


located inBuilding 4646. Parameters which were measured and


recorded during this evaluation are shown inTable I.
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Figure B-2. System lB Flow Schematic for Discharge Test Thermal Storage


TABLE B-i 
PAIPAMETERS MEASURED DURING SYSTEM TESTING


Meas;urement 
Solar radiation 
wine speed/direction 
Relative humidity 
Relative Humidity, sLorage bottom 
Relative humidity, storage top 
Storajc delta tt.mpora cure 
Hot water heat exchanger delta 
temperatore, air sLdu 
Hot water heat exchanger delta 
tcmperature, liquj.d side 
Domestic water heater, ci ty 
water inlet to dsch arge 
delta toemperature 
Delta temperature across load 
Ambient temperature 
Collector inlet temperature 
Collector absorber temperature 
Collector delta temperature 
Storage inlet tomperature 
Storage outlet temperature 
(3) Internal storage temperature 
System air inlet temperature


to load 
 
System air outlet temperature


from load 
 
Hot water coil inlet temperature


(water) 
 
[lot water preheat tank temperature 
 
City water supply temperature to


hot water subsystem 
 
Hot water system outlet temperature 
 
System temporary shelter temperature 
Air flow velocity through collectors 
 
Air flow velocity through storage 
 
Air flow velocity through load 
 
Liquid flow hot water load 
 
Liquid flow, hot water subsystem 
 
System blower power 
 
Hot watcr subsystem power 
 
Storacte delta pressure 
Collector delta pressure 
 
Parameter 
BTUIE/r/Ft 2 vs. time of day in hrs. 
MPH/direction vs. time of day (hrs) 
% vs. time of day in hours 
% vs. time of day in hours 
% vs. time of day in hours 
OF vs. 
 time of day in hours 
"1 vs. time of day in hours 
OF vs. time of day in'hours 
OF vs. tjiwu of day in hours 
OF vs. time of day in hours 
OF vs. time of day in hours

OF vs. time of day in hours 
OF vs. time of day in hours 
OF vs. time of day in hours 
OF vs. time of day in hours 
OF . time of day in hours 
'F vs. time of day in hours 
OF vs. 
 time of day in hours


OF vs. 
 time of day in hours


0 F vs. time of day in hours


OF vs. time of day in hours


OF vs. 
 time of day in hours 
OF vs. 
 time of day in hours 
OF vs. 
 time of day in hours 
Ft/min. vs. time of day in hours 
Ft/min. vs. time of day in hours 
Ft/min. vs. time of day in hours 
GPM vs. time of day in hours 
GPM vs. time of day in hours 
Watts vs. time of day in hours 
Watts-vs. time of day in hours 
In. 1120 vs. time of day in hours 
In. H20 vs. time of day in hours 
ORIGINAL PAGE IS 
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1.0 - 5.0 SEE APPENDIX A


6.0 TEST REQUIREMENTS AND PROCEDURES
 

6.1 System Test, Winter Operation


Started: 30 August 77


Completed: 8 September 77


6.1.1 Performance Criteria Requirements


The prototype System IB shall be operated inthe normal winter


mode. While operating inthis mode, periodic demands will be


made on the hot water subsystem.


The primary objective of this test is to obtain as much actual


operating data as possible from prototype System IB prior to


its installation at the demonstration site.


During the system test, complete weather records will be kept.


These will include total solar radiation, ambinent temperatures,


wind speed and direction, relative humidity, barometric pressure


and cloud cover. Inaddition, the prototype System lB will be


monitored to provide the following data:


The total energy collected by the system per day.


The total energy supplied to the domestic hot water subsystem.


The total power required to operate the system per day.


The total energy supplied to the load per day.


- Direct from the collectors 
- From storage 
The systems' control functions (manual observation)


6.1.2 Test Summary, Winter Operation


The random weather conditions test consisted of running the


system in its normal operation. Normal operation is primarily


comprised of a winter condition and a summer condition. The


winter condition can be further broken down to a collector to


load configuration, a collector to storage configuration, and a


storage to load configuration.


The winter condition was primarily concerned with meeting a load


requirement, either directly from the collector array or indirectly


through storage.
 

The collector to storage mode (Figure C-1) occurred when the collec­

tor temperature was greater than the storage temperature and there


was no load requirement. This closed loop system circulated air
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6.0 TEST REQUIREMENTS AND PROCEDURES (Continued)
 

6.1.2 Test Summary, Outside Weather Conditions (Continued)


through the collectors and into the top of storage where it


charged the rock storage bid before-returning to the c6llectocs..


If the air flolttng..over the--ai-r- to-water het eiciangwr was 
ffeat~r than the outlet temperature of the Preheat tank, the


circulating pump was energized-thus charging the hot water system


concurrently with the rock storage.


The collector to load mode (Fi'gure C-2)>occurred when there was a


load requirement and when the collector surface temperature was 
greater than the storage temperature. This closed loop system 
circulated air directly from the collectors to the simulated load.


The collector to load-mode also allowed for charging of the hot


water system using the same.control logic as the collector to


storage mode. The load was supplied by the'same'system that was


used for the simulated heat input tests. In the absence of a


thermostat to supply a'load requirement, a.sifgle-pole switch


was installed to establish the load requirement to the controller.


In this mode, fan F5 was used to boost the air velocity to satisfy


the required value as pres'cribed in the Performance Criteria


Requirements.


The final'winter operating mode was the-storage to load condition


(Figure C-3). This mode occurs when there is a load requirement


and when thestorage temperatue is greater'tha the collector


temperature. Air is circulated intb the bottom of the rock storage


bed and exhausts from the top of storage and returns to the Joad.


Load facility used to boost the air velocity to meet performance


criteria.


6.1.3 Test Procedure


1. To run the system in its normal.opetation, winter conditions


Open dampers nos 1, 3, 4, 5, 8, 9, 11, 13


Close dampers nos 2, 6j 7, 10, 12


2. Energize system.'


3. Turn hot water pump control, to auto.


4. Put cbritrol switches to SOLAR and iTco-OFF.


5. Put switch on top, of air handler to W.


6. Every 30 minutes override the system controllerto demand a


system heating load'requirement for 30 minutes by putting the


thermostat switch on the control box to ON.
 

7. Every to (2). hours draw twelvb (12) 'alonsof-water from 
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6.0 TEST REQUIREMENTS AND PROCEDURES (Continued)


6.1.3 *Test Procedure (Continued)


the hot water system.


8. Deactivate the entire system at the end of the day.


9. Throughout the system's operation data will be collected 
- on the data system located in Building 4646. 
6.1.4 Test Results


The winter mode tests were run subject to ambient conditions.


The weather conditions during these tests ranged from mostly


clear days to a day in which the majority of the test was run


under overcast skies with rain.


A problem was encountered during these tests with the air handler


dampers. On one day a pivot arm on one of the dampers broke


loose. This problem was discovered immediately and fixed in time


that it did not effect the day's testing. On an excessively wet


day the system controls were operating improperly. This occurred


during a day inwhich the system was completely depleted of energy


and no tests were being performed. The control problem remedied


itself and did not reoccur.


All test data was collected on magnetic tape with the data
 

system located in Building 4646. Parameters which were


measured and recorded during this evaluation are shown in


Table I.The analytical data shows the total energy supplied


to the system and the total energy utilized by the system. A


ratio of these quantities is also-shown (Tables I thru V.
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__ 
TABLE I.


'TEST RESULTS


DATE f 1'77 TEST IDENTIFICATION N',,Q)A..L OP'ERPt-CaA 
A. 	 TOTAL ENERGY SUPPLIED 
Power ConsumptIion S,27 KW.Hr x 3413 BTU 202256
KN-Ir BTU 
Energy Collected AtO7(5 BTU 
Total losA8BTU 
B.-	 TOTAL ENERGY UTILIZED 
Storage To Load Zzk-7 BTU 
Collector To Load 2o(,Z._ BTU 
Collector To Storage* '73j~5BTU 
QH/Water 3O ryBTU 
Total A535 BTU 
*whereQstorage = .WO - ft-- 2 ,1 ft2ft ur 60 m nb Vt2!. sr 
2 j{@(2.16 A&- 0A71A lb24BT XzTstor." 
TOTAL B 
(H/later Load* 1. 4,D k-7 BTU 	 ORIGINAL PAGE IS 
2. 	 BTUop 	 POOR QUALIry 
2. 	 5V55 BTU 
4. 55 BTU 
Tofal. For Day 	 BTU 
whereQH/Water 	 1..K7 Ac4Y8 3 1b\v.o BTU - .o 
TABLE I1 
TEST RESULTS


DATE 31 -77 TEST IDENIIFICATION tWM .Ao oPEe-CcA 
A. 	 TOTAL ENERGY SUPPLIED 
Power Consumption ._' KW'Hr x 3413 BTUH 27(,TU 
...... KW-Hr BTU


Energy Collected 	 g 9_BTU 
Total 	 611Q-74 BTU 
B. 	 TOTAL ENERGY UTILIZED

Storage To Load 'M-713g,BTU

Collector To Load '(oO.8TU

Collector To Storage* IG 1475D BTU

OH/Water 	 6 1TBTU


Total 547L_ BTU


*wer~t6f+ 6U ftr(2.1 ftALt HrAEO0 miflX 071erefttorage 	 hr lb 	 *24 BTU FA or,stor, 

TOTAL 	 B 0.-77-
TOTAL 	 A­

0H/Water Load* I. S380 BTU


2. S6 BTU


3. 95 BTU 
4. 	 .- o BTU


Total For Day - S BTU 
*whereQH/Water =( lgl.i 	 'l.7 min..8,33.. 	 BTUo_-n-mo/F) 
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-- --
TABLE III


TEST 	 RESULTS


1 	 6t4DATE 9 	 TEST,IDENTIFICATION I42M tM-.a .eQNT 
 
A. 	 TOTAL ENERGY SUPPLIED


Power Consumption uI2> XW.Hr x 3413 BTU
KW.Hr BTU


Energy Collected,. 	 
- - \ _BT 
Total 	 2-t2.467 BTU 
B. 	 TOTAL ENERGY UTILIZED 
Storage To Load' C5 (__BTU 
Collector To Load 70"324, BTU 
Collector To Storage* I t1 I_S3-,BTU


0 H/Water \_i__. BTU


Total 	 
-t)-b04 BTU­

*whe reQstorage Q00O+wunf ft>(2418 ft2Xk HrYGO0 !EL'PY'.o071 lb\ 24PJ~ ~ OF)
-	
W A~ t-A	 ,-f -Astor.

TOTAL_ B_ _ .


TOTAL A


OH/Water Load* 1. 2573 BTU 
2. 	 \1 ,6 BTU 
3. %(0 L0 BTU 
4. 	 BTU


Total For Day (c3- BTU 
*whereQH/Water = "mal 	 ' 7 min(.33 lb 
mi -C-	x gal lb*0F

DATE 9 L 7--ii 
A. 	 TOTAL ENERGY SUPPLIED


Power 	 Consumption 
Energy Collected 	
 
Total 
B. 	 TOTAL ENERGY UTILIZED 
Storage To Load 

Collector To Load 

Collector To Storage* 

QH/Water 

Total 
*whereQ storage 
TOTAL 	 A ... 7 .o 
QH1/Water Load* 1. 
2. 

3. 

4. 
Total For Day 

*where QH/Water 	 
(W 	 nOumA  	 
TABLE IV


TEST RESULTS


TEST IDENTIFICATION J _2JMM-, OPGi-k-lor 
_; __ KW*Hr x 3413 	BTU 
GK-Hr _ BTU 
29o67 BTU 
L467Z BTU 
0 1 )GTbIAL G 33 (31BTU 
%I31! BTU

k,942 BTU

_\ a
 BTU

Z9 kBTU
 
ftftW(62+60'ft18HrA6O 1wA 	 A tor. 
'- V"t' CinVP07 b'_q 1 Y0zae .18 
L 	 . T L-0, see.: Cats 
-7q6 BTU 
13- BTU_ 
Z 7 BTU


!4 BTU 
\UtO BTU 
mYT 	 TUC-7F)
 
tgaA 1b-'FA 

C-7 
TABLE V


TEST RESULTS'


DATE 9 1",1 	 TEST IDENTIFICATION pCJO2MRL oPCer----Cna._ 
'YTEZ-I-AO 
A. 	 TOTAL ENERGY SUPPLIED 
Power Consumption (%,4 KW-Hr x 3413 BTU =Z 1)toKW-Hr " BTU 
Energy Collected \,-/OA_73BTU 
Total 	 qOTU 
B. 	 TOTAL ENERGY UTILIZED; 
Storage To Load \.%o ,BTU 
Collector To Load '&6o2- BTU 
Collector To Storage* 9 BTU 
H/Water 02-o BTU 
Total 	 \(ok--S BTU 
SwhereQstorage =O-60+oll ftt.8 ft2!K Ht60 minY 071 lb V.24 BTU YT'sor.0F 
TOTAL 	 B = , 
TOTAL 	 A 
QH'/Water Load* 1. OCQS BTU 
2. 	 BTU-A 
3.' 	 BTU 
4. 	 2 BTU 
Total For Day Still BTU 
8.U3 3  	 -"T 
*whereQH/Water ' Tn* flC -8 _T \Thff AcaXx1C-8A 
 -a 
/

 0 
WATFR TANT 
Figure Cl. 
 System lB Flaw Schematic for Winter Mode, Collector to Storage
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Figure C2. System 1B Flow Schematic for Winter Mode Collector to Load
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Figure C-3. System lB Flow Schematic for Winter Mode Storage to Load


1.0 - 5.0 SEE APPENDIX A 
6.0 TEST REQUIREMENTS AND PROCEDURES


6.1 System Test, Summer Operation OF Po)1 QTA '


Started: 9 September 77


Completed: 15 September 77


6.1.1 Performance Criteria Requirements


The prototype System lB shall be operated in the normal summer


mode. While operating in this mode, periodic'demands will be


made on the hot water subsystem.


The primary objective of this test is to obtain as much actual


operating data as possible from prototype System lB prior to


its installation at the demonstration site.


During the system test, complete weather records will be kept._

These will include total solar radiation, ambient temperatures,


wind speed and direction, relative humidity, barometric pressure

and cloud cover. In addition, the prototype System 1B will be


monitored to provide the following data:


The total energy collected by the system per day.


The total energy supplied to the domestic hot water subsystem.


The total power required to operate the system per day.


The systems' control functions (manual observation).­

6.1.2 Test Summary, Summer Operation-,.


The random weather conditions test consisted of runnina the


system in its normal operation. 'The sunmer condition consists


of a collector to hot water mode, a collector to storage mode


and an attic vent mode.


The summer condition was primarily concerned with heating the


domestic hot water system, keeping high stagnation temperatures

off of the collectors, and charging storage perhaps to handle


the lighter load requirements occurring in spring.'and autumn,


The collector to hot water mode (Figure D-1) isa short closed


loop configuration that occurred when the collector temperature


is higher than the outlet temperature of the preheat tank. Air


was circulated from the collectors through the air to water heat


exchanger and back to the collectors.


The collector to storage mode (Figure-D.2)'difers-fr6m the'same­
configuration in the winter condition'only in control logic.

The summer operation version of this mode only occurred when the


collector temperature is greater than the outlet temperature of
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6.0, TEST REQUIREMENTS AND PROCEDURES (Continued)


6.1.2 Test Summary,, Outside Weather Conditions (Continued)


the preheat tank. The primary purpose, therefore,,.was to heat 
the domestic water systef with any residual heat being used to ­
charge the rock storage bed. -The-air -was ci-rcul-ated from the 
collectors, across the heat exchanget,.and through the rock stor­
age bed. This left the storage charged to a lower temperature 
than in the winter condition bUt sufficient for the lighter 
load requirements of spring and autumn-
The final summer condition mode was the attic vent mode (Figure D-3)


In this mode air was circulated through the collectors, when the"


collectors reacheda predetermined temperature, to avoid a hi-gh


temperature stagnation condition.. Air was drawn from an open attic


vent and circulated across the hot water system heat exchanger


before being dumped'back to the atmosphere; If the collector


yemperature was greater than the outlet of the preheat tank the 
water system pump was energized. to allow for charging of the water. 
1 the system in its normal operation summer conditions
 
. To run 
 
without storage


Open dampers nos 1,2


Close-dampers 6os 3, 4, 5, 6 7, 8, 9, 10, 11 ,12, 13


2. 	 Energize system.


,3. Turn hot watet pump control to auto.


.4. Put control.system switches to heat.pump and Tco-OFF.


5. 	 Put'switch on top of air handler to S1


6. 	 Every two (2)hours draw twelve,(12) gaTlons of water from


the hot water system.


7. 	 Deactivi-ate .th'e .entire s'stem at the end of the day. 
8. Throughout the systems' operation data will be collected on


the data system in Building 4646.


1. To run the.system in its normal operation.summer conditions


with storage.'


Open dampers nos 1, 2, 3,.4, 5, 13,


Close dampers nos 6., 7,'8, 9, 10, 11, 12 
2. 	 Energize the system.
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6.0 TEST REQUIREMENTS AND PROCEDURES (Continued)


6.1.2 Test Summary, Outside Weather Conditions (Continued)


3. Turn hot water pump control to auto.
 

-4. Put control switches to heat pump and Tco-OFF.


5. 	 Put switch on top of air handler to S.


6. 	 Every two (2)hours draw twelve (12) gallons of water from


the 	 hot water system.


7. 	 Deactivate the entire system at the end of the day.


8. 	 Throughout the system's operation, data will be collected


on the data system in Building 4646.


1. To run the system in its normal operation,summer conditions


attic vent


Open damper no I


Close dampers nos 2 through 13


2. 	 Remove vent-covers from attic inlet and outlet vent.


3. 	 Energize the system.


4. 	 Turn hot water pump control to Auto.


5. 	 Put control switches to heat pump and Tco-ON.


6. 	 Put switch on-top of air handler to S.


7. Every two (2)hours draw twelve (12) gallons of water from


the hot water system.


8. 	 Deactivate the entire system at the end of the day. 
9. 	 Throughout the system's operation, data will be collected


on the data system in Building 4646.


6.1.3 Test Results


The 	 summer mode tests were run subject to ambient conditions.


The 	 weather conditions during these tests were mostly sunny with


occasional partly cloudy skies.


Itwas the intention to dra, a load on the system when it was in


the configuration that chares'the storage bed. This was to evalu­

ate the possibility of using the summer mode configuration wtth


storage- to meet the heating loads that would occur in the spring


D-3 RIGINAL PAGE IS 
OF POOR QUALITY 
6.0 TEST REQUIREMENTS AND PROCEDURES (Continued)


6.1-.3 Test Resu lts (Continued)
 

or autumn. However, the present system controls would not


allow a 'load to be put on the system, therefore, this evalu­

ation was not possible.


All test data was collected-on magnetic tape with the data


system located inBuilding 4646. Parameters which were measured


andrecorded during this evaluation arp.shown inTable I.
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TABLE I


.PARAMETERS MEASURED DURING ,SYSTEM TESTING


Measurement 
 
Solar radiation 
 
Wind speed/direction 
 
Relative humidity 
 
Relative Humidity, storage bottom 
 
Relative humidity, storage top 
 
Storage delta temperature 
 
Hot water heat exchanger delta


temperature, air side 
 
Hot water heat exchanger delta


temperature, liquid side 
 
Domestic water heater, city


water inlet to discharge


delta'temperature 
 
Delta temperature across load 
 
Ambient temperature 
 
Collector inlet temperature 
 
Collector absorber temperature 
 
Collector delta temperature 
 
Storage inlet temperature 
 
Storage outlet temperature 
 
(3) Internal storage temperature 
 
System air inlet temperature


to load 
 
System air outlet temperature


from load 
 
11ot water coil inlet temperature


(water) 
 
Hot water preheat tank temperature 
 
City water supply temperature to


hot water subsystem 
 
Hot water system outlet temperature 
 
System temporary shelter temperature 
 
Air flow velocity through collectors 
 
Air flow velocity through storage 
 
Air flow velocity through load 
 
Liquid flow hot water load 
 
Liquid flow, hot water subsystem 
 
System blower pwec 
 
Hot water subsystem power 
 
Storage delta pressure 
 
Collector delta pressure 
 
Parameter


BTU/Hr/Ft 2 vs.,time of day:ii hrs.


MPH/direction vs. time of day (hrs)


% vs. time of day in hours


% vs. time of day in hours


% vs. time of day in hours


OF vs. time of day in hours


F vs. time of day in hours


0F vs. time of day in hours


IF vs. time of day in hours


0F vs. time of day in hours


IF vs. time of day in hours


0F vs. time of day in hours


0F vs. time of day in hours


OF vs. time of day in hours


IF vs. time of day in hours


IF vs. time of day in hours


0F vs. time of day in hours


0F vs. time of day in hours


OF vs. time of day in hours


OF vs. time of day in hours


IF vs. time of day in hours


0F vs. time of day in hours


0F vs. timb of day in hours


0F vs. time of day in hours


Ft/min. vs. time of day in hours


Ft/min. vs. time of day in hours


Ft/min. vs. time of day in hours


GPM vs. time of day in hours


GPM vs. time of day in hours


Watts vs. time of day in hours


Watts vs. time of day in hours


In. H20 vs. time of day in hours


In. H20 vs. time of day in hours


Op P GEIS 
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Revision A


TABLE I I 
TEST RESULTS
 

DATE 	 ____________7 	 TEST IDENTIFICATION 4 __v .PJ -
A. 	 TOTAL ENERGY SUPPLIED


Power Consumption 	 6.10 KW-Hr x 3413 BTU KW-Hr BTU 
Energy Collected 	 - BTU


Total 	 72791 BTU 
B. 	 TOTAL ENERGY UTILIZED 
Storage To Load tO CSUBTU 
Collector To Load ASS1 BTU 
Collector To Storage* &.__ BTU 
PH/Water 	 .5(O'ZBTU 
Total 	 " /C BTU 
*where9 5 torage {s i- - ft1)2.18 ft2)(tHrG O mnX 0 71 lb 4BT 
TOTAL B6 o,2$ 
TOTAL A


QHIWater Load* 	 1. 53 BTU


2


.		 BTU 
3. "2-91,Z BTU 
4. 	 _ BTU 
Total For Day bOZge O BTU 
*whereQH/Wite'r =Mja-Y. iiY'8.33 lb \5,,( BTU V% 
Slln , - -) qaw
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Revision A 
TABLE III


TEST RESULTS


DATE I Z i7_-7TEST IDENTIFICATION .,A.OQJ'At&__p o4 
A. TOTAL ENERGY SUPPLIED


KN.Hr x 3413 PUL= 244 57Power Consumption ( W. KW.Hr __BTU

Energy Collected - OOBTU


Total 4 -7BTU 
B. TOTAL ENERGY UTILIZED


Storage To Load __ BTU 
_Collector To Load BTU


Collector To Storage* 32o_oO BTU 
QH/Water 4 6B7BTu ® 
Total -1701S-/BTU 
*whereQO.torae 00+96-01 .ft1f6 2Y)J 
 rY60 min' . lb VK24 BTU1"­
*weast.orge ifVt'i@A(2 ~v bo/Ttr
aF 

TOTAL B !B8


TOTAL A --- _----

ORIGIAL PAGE IS


(91/Water Load* 1. BTU or POOR QUtAIJT


2. __02 BTU


3. S 2 BTU 
4. 2:2 BTU


Total For Day 0_\OBTU


*whereQ H/Water !nrmin Nn 1-­
_-

(W10min 833\ q tA l-0 F,". 
Revision A


TABLE IV


TEST RESULTS


DATE /tS/77 TEST IDENTIFICATION ,OQroF-c C~eRq-rot 
A. 	 TOTAL ENERGY SUPPLIED 
Power Consumption . KN.Hr x 3413 BTU -=\7:KW.Hr 	 BTU


Energy Collected 	 A BTU


Total 	 IG2 S BTU


B. 	 TOTAL ENERGY UTILIZED 
Storage To Load BTU 
Collector To Load BTU 
Collector To Storage* I 4o BTU 
OH/Water 	 t7-5BTU


Total CEA730BTU


*whereQstorag e =-6O- i .18 ft2ft Hr60'minh 0 lb Y.2-4 BTU 
-soag ' 2--	 HrA rO x .071 t--3 lb Astar. 
Ti =b , Wg- TtLS -- , 
TOTAL B .TOTAL A - ... 
QH/Water Load* 1. ' BTU


2. 	 BTU


3.. 	 BTU


4. 	 BTU


Total For Day 12 \ \ C BTU 
*whereQH/Water =(--1 aIyl.,7 inY,8.33 lb, 0 BTYUio 
mint br~V 
~I ./XD' 
Revision A


TABLE V


TEST 	 RESULTS 
DATE I -7i TEST IDENTIFICATIO'N __o._A. o- - , 
A. 	 TOTAL ENERGY SUPPLIED


Power Consumption 6,-KWH \ __
KW-Hr x 3413 BTU Bt U 
K---.H r BTU 
Energy Collected_2.BTU 
Total 	 \oz9_L BTU 
B. 	 TOTAL ENERGY UTILIZED 
Storage To Load 
_ BTU 
Collector To Load 
_ BTU 
Collector To Storage* 	 BTU 
OH/Water 	 5o0_3_ TU ( 
Total 	 6o 3 3 BTU 
*whereLstor.age = 0.- £tZD .18 ft2L HrJ60 I Jo71 lb BTU t24
- " 	 t ) l-:-. ,o stor.0F) 
TOTAL B : O,.4s


TOTAL A


01/Water Load* 1. LI -7 Z 0 BTU -I.%I . , 
2. 	 253O BTU b ,oJ, "T 
3. 	 _ -__ BTU 
4. 1 BTU 
tTotal For Day U'o:- S BTU 
*whereQH/4aer @i 9.BTU
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Revision A 
TABLE VI


TEST RESULTS


ATE 	 " '9i-i-j 7-7 TEST IDENTIFICATION _D2_mv _. O _-
A. 	 IOTAL ENERGY SUPPLIED


Power Consumption f,-Z KWI-Ir x 3413 BTU -tS-7ac 
1-Hr BTl 
Energy,Collected 	 _-	 ZIZL.\ BTU 
Total 	 2-1a BTU 
B. 	 ITAL ENERGY UrILIZED 
Storage To Load - BTU 
'CollectorTo Load _--BTU 
Collector To Storage* BTU 
OH/Water 	 Z-(OA )aBTU ® 
Total .2(.A92) BTU 
*-ereQstorage ---- " .		 r l "071 lb V24 BTU. stor 
TOTAL B ' c). 	 (2_ 
TOTAL 	 A ..


(QHIWater Load* I. -_ BTU, 
2. " Z BTU 
3* 	__.__ BTU
 
4. 	 A BTU' 
Total 	 For Day - 2 BTU 
*whereQH/ater =i 	 nnf 8.33 ~-I 
InD-TbLO(W-161m 
-% 
'>1\ 
FILTER 
.2z 
07 
WATER 
7 > 
PUIMP 
TANK 
UNIT 
Figre-1.System 1B Flow Schematic for Operational Test rSummer Mode

~ 	"~~~ 	 -o 1,0.' , 
IN) HAT 
EXCH-ANGER . -- @ 
Pu5 	 UNIT 
WA'IER TANK 
Figure D-2. 	 System IB Flow Schematic for Operational Tests in Collector to


Storage Mode
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